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1 Introduction

The continuously increasing internet access speeds of the home customers raise the demand
for new value added services like Voice Over IP (VoIP) and Interactive Video on Demand
(iVoD). These new services, however, not only consume higher bandwidth but they also
require more strict Quality of Service (QoS) than the traditional internet services. The
increased QoS demands call for QoS-aware provider network architectures. At the same
time Ethernet becomes the sole Local Area Network (LAN) technology both for home and
enterprise solutions.

The increasing line speeds and decreasing equipment pricesmake the Ethernet a cost
efficient technology not only for LANs but also for Metropolitan Networks. However, to
make Ethernet a viable solution, several issues have to be dealt with, e.g., scalability, high
availability and QoS.

The standardization bodies and the main vendor providers are continuously extend-
ing the limits of the Ethernet. For customer and traffic separation the concept of Virtual
Local Area Networks (VLANs) (IEEE 802.1Q [IEEE802.1Q2003]) were introduced that
allows defining up to 4096 logical networks. Besides, by introducing 3 priority bits 8
traffic classes can be differentiated. Further solutions for scalability are the hierarchically
organized VLANs and addresses [IEE05b, IEE05a].

The simple frame forwarding mechanism of the Ethernet, thatis based on “reverse
learning” and broadcasting, requires a loop-free topology. By building loop-free physical
topologies the raised problem is eliminated, but these topologies has very limited resilience
and QoS capabilities. Therefore the Spanning Tree Protocol(STP) [LSJ98] and Rapid
Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP) [IEEE802.1w, GP] proposed byIEEE present methods to
define such a loop-free logical topology over an arbitrary physical one. Furthermore, both
protocols are able to react to the changes of the topology, sothey recover the connection be-
tween the nodes in case of a failure. However, only one tree isdefined in the network, thus,
the usage of redundant links is inhibited. The Multiple Spanning Tree Protocol (MSTP)
[IEEE802.1s] deploys more, independent RSTP instances, sothe trees can be configured
independently to each other. By properly configuring the trees the redundant links become
available for the traffic and Traffic Engineering (TE) can be realized.

During my work, I assumed the QoS Architecture (depicted on Figure 1) that contains
three main network segments. Among them I focus on the metro network that are assumed
to be switched Ethernet one. Based on their role the switchescan be put into three distinct
groups. The Access Nodes (ANs) aggregate the traffic of couple of dozens or hundreds
of customers, and the Edge Nodes (ENs) provide the connections to the internet and the
application providers. These types of nodes perform trafficcontrol tasks, while the simple
internal nodes only forward the frames. Thus, the network intelligence is focused to these
nodes and to a further central entity called Network ManagerEntity (NME). The NME
overviews the overall network and performs the network management.
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Figure 1: Assumed QoS architecture

The resource reservation is done by pre-provisioned resources and so called logical
TE pipes run between the ANs and ENs. Although the standard allows up to 8 classes in
most cases only four classes are differentiated (see ITU-T G.1010 [G.1010] and 3GPP TS
22.105 [3GP06] recommodations). Since the resource reservation on these pipes is logical,
it is vital to control the amount of traffic assigned to them toavoid exceeding the size of the
pipe. This control can be realized either in centralized [BvdSBP03] or in distributed way
[C3].

Most of the Ethernet switches support the absolute priorityscheduling. Then, the traffic
classes are ordered based on their priority, and a frame belonging to a lower priority class
will not be served until there is higher priority traffic in the queue. To provide the aimed
QoS level and to avoid large delays or starvation, the trafficof the different classes has to be
limited. In the assumed QoS model for each traffic class static and global ratios are given
by the operator. Therefore, the traffic belonging to a certain traffic class must not exceed
the predefined limit that is a proportion of the speed of the considered link.

The recovery capability of the RTSP is the prime tool to provide resilience; however, it
has two main drawbacks. First, the recovery time can be even some seconds that may not
be acceptable for some real time applications. Second, there is no any guarantee that the
required amount of capacity is available along the new, recovered tree. The MSTP does
not give satisfing solution for addressed problems. To provide the acceptable resilience
level, VLAN switching based methods are assumed [G.8031][FTAW05]: for each pipe two
disjoint VLANs are defined. In normal operation one of them transmits the traffic and in
case of a failure that affects the transmitting VLAN the endnodes switch to the secondary
VLAN.
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To efficiently implement such an architecture accurate design of paths for TE pipes and
allocation of resources are needed. My dissertation is devoted to this issue.

2 Objectives of Research

The solutions provided so far cover only parts of the problemdiscussed in the introduction.
They mainly focus on the main drawback of the application of spanning trees: on the
high recovery times after failures [SGNcC04, FTAW05]. Several proposals are presented
to implement the support of QoS and TE [LYD+03b, LYD+03a, LLN02]; however, these
solutions do not deal with resilience at all. In my dissertation, assuming the architecture
introduced in Section 1, I will propose methods and efficientalgorithms that enable efficient
traffic engineering while the required level of QoS and resiliency are guaranteed. I defined
the following research goals:

1. Identification of the goals and issues of traffic engineering and the formalization of
these aims as an Integer Linear Program that provides optimal solution.

2. Investigation of the applicability of traffic engineering in typical metro Ethernet
topologies with the help of this ILP model. Further aim is thediscussion of several
protection schemes, such as dedicated and shared protection, and the investigation of
their applicability in the model.

3. Proposal of heuristic algorithms in order to efficiently implement TE, in other words,
the determination of near-to-optimal solutions within acceptable time constraints.
The improvement of the proposed heuristic algorithms in order to exploit statistical
multiplexing gain.

3 Research Methodology

The infocommunication networks are modeled with graphs, where the switches are repre-
sented by graph nodes, while the connections between them are described with two edges
with opposite direction. A positive value is assigned to each edge that defines the available
capacity on the link. Therefore, the defined tasks can be derived to graph problems and the
graph methods and approaches can be applied.

The optimization problems are formulated as Integer LinearPrograms and they are
solved by ILOG CPLEX solver tool [CPL]. The obtained resultsare globally optimal. The
ILP, however, is proved to be NP-complete [GJ79], thus, it ishardly scalable: the running
time in the case of real life topologies may be high and this method can be applied only for
static TE, where the reconfiguration of the network is performed occasionally.Therefore,
I sought for heuristic algorithms, such algorithms that wander (but not exhaust) the state
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space of a problem assuming guiding principles or heuristics, that although, provide only
near optimal solutions, they have polynomial running timesmaking possible the dynamic
Traffic Engineering.

The evaluation of the proposed solutions and algorithms areperformed through simu-
lations. Since my research focused on Metro Ethernet networks the same simulation envi-
ronment is applied in all theses. During the simulations typical metro network topologies
are considered. The aggregation parts concentrate the traffic of the Access Nodes (ANs)
to core part. The core part, which is formed by rings or a mesh,transmits the aggregated
traffic to the proper Edge Nodes (ENs). Based on [CS06] two topology classes are defined
and they differ in the structure of the aggregation parts. The two classes areTree-Ringand
Dual-Homing. In both classes more topologies are defined with the sizes from 12 up to 48
nodes. The average nodal degree is about 3.0.

The traffic flows only between the border nodes (AN-EN), then,for each service a
logical pipe is defined between every AN-EN pairs. The sizes of these pipes depend on
theclass of trafficand theglobal traffic levelparameters. Among the four classes three are
prioritized (47% of overall traffic) the other 53% belongs tothe Best Effort class.

As reference theSTP andMSTP protocols are considered that are configured using
the default port costs defined in the standard. Due to the configuration schemes they are re-
ferred to as “topology driven”STP andMSTP . Other cost sets would also be considered,
however, the application of such “rules of thumb” would introduce optimization. During
the simulations the following parameters are investigated:

• Achievable (available) throughputdescribes the performance of the proposed meth-
ods. This property is calculated via scaling the traffic by maximizing the global
traffic levelparameter.

• The allocated network capacity (or load)is used to present the capacity efficiency of
the methods that is important especially when protection isassumed.

• Running timeallows us not only to investigate the scalability of the algorithms, but to
present their applicability. For instance, the presented algorithms are able to support
dynamic traffic engineering or not.
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4 New Results

I have summarized my results in three theses each consists of2–3 subtheses.

Thesis 1 I have given an optimal method for traffic driven tree configura-
tion of QoS-aware and reliable Metro Ethernet networks.

Introduction The traffic driven spanning tree optimization task consistsof three tasks.
First, the logical channels are to be mapped to VLANs. Second, these VLANs are to
be assigned to tree instances, and finally, these tree instances have to be spanned in the
network in order that the logical channels fulfill both the QoS and reliability requirements.
The architecture discussed in the introduction allows several simplifications. Since the
traffic flows only between the border nodes (Access Nodes (ANs) and Edge Nodes (ENs))
we can make an assumptions without loss of generality: the let the roots of the trees be
placed at the ENs. Furthermore, due to administration and accounting issues the traffic
cannot be flown between the access nodes, but through one of the Edge Nodes.

Subthesis 1.1I have formulated the problem of optimal tree instance spanning and de-
mand to tree instance mapping problem in QoS-aware Metro-Ethernet Networks as an
Integer Linear Program (ILP) (MSTPILP ). This model allows the use of the inhibited
redundant links, thus, in the case of typical metro network topologies [CS06] the achieved
throughput can be even doubled compared to the “topology-driven” MSTP ([C4, C8]).

The inputs of the proposed optimization task are the networktopology, the capacities of
the links, the traffic class descriptors and the traffic matrices, one for each traffic class. To
describe the task, I have declared two binary variable sets.xdemand, tree

link s describe the route of
the traffic demands and the mapping to the tree instances. While, variablesytree

link formulate
how the trees are spanned. Typical optimization goals are tominimize the number of
links used by trees and the amount of allocated capacity. Theproposed optimization aim
combines these two goals. The weight is characterized by parameterα. The objective is as
follows:

min
∑

∀links



α
∑

∀trees

y
tree
link + (1 − α)

∑

∀demands,∀trees

x
demand, tree
link · {bandwidth demand}



 . (1)

The first constraint states that each traffic flow must obey theflow conservation law,
i.e., when a demand goes from its source to its destination and when it enters a node, that
is not its destination, it has to leave it as well. And vice versa, if a demand leaves a node
it also has to enter it. For the demands belonging to different traffic classes separate,own
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capacity constraintsare given. They ensure that the traffic of a certain class willnot exceed
the predefined capacity ratio. The “best effort” traffic, however, can use all the remaining
capacities, thus, I consider the traffic of all four classes.

Finding a proper mapping of demands and trees is among the optimization tasks. One
option is to define a set of additional constraints. The otheroption is the extension of the
used binary variables [C4]. The last group of constraints is responsible for ensuringthat
the tree instances would be surely trees while their roots are placed at ENs and the ANs
would be the leaves. This latter type of constraints does notlimit the generality because of
the problem definition.

Using simulations the I have shown that in the case of the supposed topologies the
achievable throughput can be considerably increased compared to the “topology driven”
reference solutions. The calculated throughput of the proposed method is detailed in Fig-
ure 2, where 100% is the referenceRSTP . Compared to the “standard based” MSTP the
throughput gain is between 50%–100% depending on the structure of the topology. Out-
standing increase is observed in the case of the considered dual-homing structures, since
the redundant links can be more efficiently used.
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Subthesis 1.2For resilient and QoS-aware Metro Ethernet networks I have given an op-
timal method based on ILP in case of dedicated protection scheme ([C6, C8]). I have
shown that in case of Dual-Homing topology class the proposed method achieves the same
throughput as the “topology driven” ones, but it is able to provide QoS guarantees after a
single link failure.

The VLAN switching based method belongs to the family of pathprotection schemes.
Here, the backup paths also have to obey the flow conservationrule and they also have to
be considered in capacity constraints. Besides, a further constraint is added prohibiting that
the working and the backup paths use the same link. This ensures that the two paths will
be disjoint. I make no difference between the two path classes (working and backup ones)
when they are assigned to the trees.

In the case of the investigated topologies the throughput gain resulted by the optimiza-
tion is consumed by the dedicated protection, that is why thesame throughput level was
achieved as the standard based MSTP (Figure 3(a)). However,in case of link failure the
MSTP reconstructs the trees without taking the traffic conditions into account; therefore,
neither the desired QoS nor the allocated capacity is not surely provided. On the contrary,
the proposed method gives QoS and protection guarantees.

Subthesis 1.3I have proposed a novel protection scheme for reliable MetroEthernet net-
works that provides protection paths only for the QoS trafficand shares the capacity al-
located for protecting QoS traffic with BE traffic ([C6]). This way, in the case of Dual-
Homing topology class and if the amount of the Best Effort traffic is 53% of the total one,
the throughput can be increased by about 40% compared to the dedicated protection.

As is can be seen on Figure 3(b), dedicating resources to backup path wastes the capac-
ity. Thus, a goal is to apply such protection schemes that consume less resources. From
this point of view one of the most efficient solutions is the shared protection [GDC+02],
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however, the ILP formulation of shared protection does not give solutions even for small
networks within acceptable time constraints.

At the same time, for the different traffic classes differentlevel of reliability is usually
defined: e.g., for BE traffic no protection paths are defined. Further capacity saving can
be realized by sharing the capacity allocated for the BE traffic with the backup paths of
the priority traffic. Taking it into account, I propose a protection scheme (QoS protection)
that defines dedicated protection for the priority traffic, however, the capacity allocated for
backup can be also used by BE traffic.

Assuming that at least 50% of the traffic is best effort, the QoS can be guaranteed for
the priority traffic in case of link failure. The drawback of this approach is that it does not
provide protection for BE traffic. Whenever, some BE demandshave to be protected, it is
possible to define a backup path for them.

The simulations showed that assuming the Dual-Homing topology class, in case of QoS
protection 40% higher throughput can be achieved than for dedicated protection. Although
47% of the traffic is protected (3(a)). For protection purposes this method consumes only
16% capacity compared to the dedicated protection that needs 130% 3(b). This shows the
efficiency of the method.

Thesis 2 I have developed and evaluated scalable methods for the optimiza-
tion of trees in QoS-aware and reliable Metro Ethernet networks.

Introduction Although using ILP formulation of the traffic driven tree optimization pro-
vides the optimal solution, it is hardly scalable. This unscalability is resulted by the fast
increase of problem state space especially in the case of increasing the number of available
tree instances and the number of demands. Moreover, the state space cannot be systemati-
cally exhausted. I propose, therefore, such heuristic algorithms that decompose the problem
to several smaller tasks and these subtasks are solved usingspecial heuristics. During the
design of these algorithms I pursued the their efficiency. Efficiency means here that the
algorithms have to be able to find near optimal solutions within acceptable time even in the
case of larger networks.

Inspecting the structure of the ILP formulation I have divided the subtasks defined in
Thesis 1 into two groups as follows:

• Demand routing taskis to define path for the traffic demands, and to route the de-
mands considering the network capacity and QoS constraints. This task is the modi-
fied version of the well known multicommodity flow problem since QoS constraints
appear. Several general heuristic algorithms are known (e.g.,[RR01, Pio97]); how-
ever, I have improved them in order to make them able to handlethe constraints of
multiple QoS classes.
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• Tree covering problemis to cover the calculated paths with as few tree instances as
possible. Since two demands belonging to two different ENs cannot be assigned to
the same tree instance, the problem can be further decomposed to the problem of
minimal tree covering of the paths terminating at an EN.

Both identified subtasks are performed one after the other. Since the both subtasks are
much smaller than the original problem, this decompositioncan provide a well scalable
method if efficient algorithms are developed for the subtasks. However, this method does
not guarantee the optimal solution and a quality of the givensolution highly depends on
the partial results given for the subtasks.

Subthesis 2.1I have developed a scalable algorithm for the minimal tree covering prob-
lem. For the considered topology classes, the algorithm covers a given path set with mini-
mal number of trees in 60%–100% of the cases depending on the topology [C9].

The aim of the proposed Tree Assigner & Placer (TAP) algorithm is to cover a set of
paths given in advance with minimal set of trees. The demandsterminating at different ENs
are not allowed to form common tree instances. Therefore, the path set can be decomposed
into several disjoint subsets based on their EN, and if thesesubsets are covered by trees
one by one, the quality of the solution will not be deteriorated. The proposed algorithm
describes this latter problem as the sequence of the atomic operations oftree extensionand
removal. In order to ensure the convergence of the algorithm, the probability of selecting
the extension operation must be larger than probability of removal: here, the probability
of selection is set to0.8. When all the paths are assigned to a tree instance, the solution is
stored. After a predefined number of iterations that solution among the stored ones will be
selected which requires the fewest tree instances. The two atomic operations are as follows:

Tree extension selects among the unassigned paths randomly with uniform distribution.
Then it looks for a tree instance to which the selected path can be assigned. In other words,
the selected path and the tree will not form a loop. Let us assume that after stepi there are
n tree instances. Then the algorithm tries to fit the selected path to the first tree instance. If
it fits, i.e. it does not form a cycle, the operation finishes. Otherwise, it tries to fit the path
to the next tree. If the path fits none of the trees a new tree will be created containing the
considered path.

Tree removal deletes one tree among the existing tree instances that contains the less
paths. The paths assigned to this tree will be released and they are added to the set of
non-routed paths.
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Checking path fitness: Checking whether a path forms a cycle with a tree is not trivial.
In the assumed model, however, we can exploit the fact that the paths are directed to the
ENs (to the root of the trees). Thus I have proposed a method with o(n) complexity that
takes the edges of the considered path from the source to the target one by one and it checks
that the recently selected edge does not form a cycle with thetree. If not, the edge will be
temporarily added to the tree, otherwise the path is supposed not to fit.

Since the performance of the algorithm highly depends on thepath set obtained, to
evaluate it the path given by the method proposed in Section 1.1 set is used. Through sim-
ulations I have shown that over the investigated topologies(Tree-Ring and Dual-Homing
classes), in 60–100% of the considered problem instances the path set can be covered by
minimal number of trees.

Subthesis 2.2I have developed a scalable algorithm to calculate the path sets. Combining
it with the algorithm proposed in Thesis 2.1, results in a scalable method. Over the consid-
ered topology classes, this method provides the same throughput asMSTPILP , however,
it uses more (+2-4) tree instances [C9].

The algorithm proposed for the demand routing problem (Demand Router (DR)) applies
the Simulated Allocation metaheuristic: it decomposes theoptimization problem to the
sequential search of paths for demands considering the given capacity and QoS constraints.
For this purpose Dijkstra algorithm [Dij59] is a well known option that finds paths with
minimal weight in a directed graph. When the demands are routed, besides the capacity
constraints a further capacity-like constraint is given for each edge that is resulted by the
QoS constraints. During the whole process (DRTAP), the TAP algorithm (proposed in
thesis 2.1) uses the result of the DR algorithm. Depending onthe topology the TAP was
able to cover the path set with optimal (minimal) number of trees calculated by DR.

The performance of DRTAP is compared to theMSTPILP (proposed in Thesis 1.1).
The measured throughputs in case of allowing the use of different numbers of tree instances
are shown on Figure 4. As can be seen, the throughput achievedby the proposed heuristic
approaches the optimal solution; however, it uses more treeinstances than theMSTPILP

does. At the same time, as the number of used tree instances increases the throughput
increases as well, however, to a certain limit only. For example for Dual Homing topologies
(Figure 4(a)) more than six trees (3 for each ENs) does not introduce further throughput
increase. While in case of the other topology class (Figure 4(b)) no more than five trees per
edge node is enough to reach the throughput limit.

Obviously, to provide higher throughput more network resources are required. Never-
theless, the amount of allocated resources describes well the efficiency of the algorithm.
The lengths of the paths also characterize the efficiency. I have summarized the amount
of allocated resources and the average lengths of the paths in Table 1. The standard based
STP , MSTP and theILP based optimal solution are depicted as a reference. The pro-
posed DRTAP algorithm allocates 6–10% more resources than the optimal solutions found
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Figure 4: The achieved throughput with different number of tree instaces

by MSTPILP . At the same time, the lengths of the paths are slightly longer, that explains
the increased resource reservation.

Table 1: Efficiency of DRTAP algorithm: amount of allocated resources and the average
path lengths.

Topologies Methods
References DrTAP

STP MSTP MSTPILP > 4 TpR

Relative allocated capacities (compared toSTP )
Dual homing 1.00 1.33 2.66 2.80

Tree like 1.00 0.85 1.07 0.82

Average path length (hop count)
Dual homing 4.50 3.00 3.00 3.10

Tree like 2.95 2.95 2.99 3.03

The time required for finding the solution is a criterion of the applicability of the algo-
rithm. The measured running times in different topology cases are shown in Table 2. As it
can be seen, the DRTAP has lower running time than theMSTPILP in all test cases and
the difference between them increases as larger topologiesare investigated. In the case of
a topology having 42 nodes, theMSTPILP needed 5 hours. On the contrary, the DRTAP
required only 5 minutes. These tendencies show that the algorithm is expected to support
dynamic traffic engineering even in the case of larger networks.
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Table 2: The running time of DRTAP algorithm in case of different topologies [sec]
Number of nodes Algorithms

Internal/Edge/Access ILP DrTAP
12 / 2 / 4 5 1,2
18 / 2 / 8 7 5
24 / 2 / 12 170 15
42 / 2 / 24 18100 240

Subthesis 2.3I have proposed a scalable algorithm that solves the demand routing and
tree cover problemstogetherand it is able to deal with both, dedicated and shared protec-
tion schemes.

In Thesis 2 I have presented the decomposition of the optimization problem and I have
proposed a scalable algorithms for both steps (Theses 2.1 and 2.2). However, in the demand
routing step the algorithm does not take into account that the paths will be covered by trees
that may deteriorate the solution. To avoid this problem a novel algorithm is proposed by
this thesis.

The proposed algorithm – Joint Router and Tree Placer (JRTP)– decomposes the orig-
inal problem to the sequence of demand routing and tree release operations. The demand
ordering problem is solved considering the Simulated Allocation (SAL) metaheuristic. The
opposite of the “TAP tree append operation” the “demand routing” operation of the pro-
posed algorithm assigns the demands to a tree instancebeforeit looks for a path for the
demand. This step enables us to avoid the case when the path tobe assigned to the demand
forms a loop with the tree instance. That is why the path search is performed over a reduced
graph that is calculated as follows:

1. All edges, where the capacity or the QoS constraints are violated, are temporarily
deleted.

2. All the edges that “point out” of the considered tree instance (i.e., their source nodes
are in the tree but their targets are not) are pruned.

To realize path protection schemes two or more edge disjointpaths (or VLANs) are
calculated for each traffic demand. For this purpose more algorithms are known, for in-
stance, Edmonds-Karp [Kar75], Suurballe [ST84], Double Dijkstra [C1]. In the proposed
algorithm I have selected this latter one. Furthermore, I had to extend the demand routing
operation: two VLANs are routed one by one. First, the working path is defined and as-
signed to a tree instance, then, the same steps are performedfor the backup path as well.
However, in this second step, all the edges, that are used by the working path, are also
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Figure 5: Achievable throughput in the cases of dedicated and shared protection schemes
for different number of tree instances.

removed. In the case of Shared Protection, the method of calculating the reserved backup
capacities are changed, a Backup Reservation Matrix [C1] is applied.

The JRTP is evaluated the same way as the Demand Router and Tree Assigner &
Placer (DRTAP): the achievable throughput is determined allowing different numbers of
tree instances per edge node. Figure 5 summarizes the achieved throughput of the proposed
JRTP while the 100% is the results provided byMSTPILP without protection. During the
simulations the Dual-Homing topology case is assumed. Using dedicated protection the
throughput is roughly 50%, while sharing the backup capacities among the backup paths
the throughput is 75-80% compared to the case when no protection is considered. Like
DRTAP algorithm, the continuous increase of the throughputto a limit is observed. This
limit depends not only on the topology, but on the type of the applied protection: to provide
protection paths more than two times more trees are required. Moreover, to fully exploit
the resource gain of shared protection further tree instances are used.

The scalability of the proposed JRTP is investigated through measuring the dependence
of the running time on the number of iterations and on the sizeof the topology (this latter
criterion is described by the number of nodes). The measuredrunning times are depicted
on Figure 6. We can make two major observations. First, the running time is roughly
linear function of the number of iterations as we expected. At the same time the running
time has polynomial dependence on the size of the topology. To better illustrate it, I have
fitted a second order function to the measured running times.Note that, these running
times cannot be compared to the measured one for DRTAP because the two simulation
environments differ (different computers are used).
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Figure 6: The running times of JRTP.

Thesis 3 I have extended the proposed model and algorithms with statisti-
cal multiplexing capabilities and the support of two-layeroptical Ethernet
architecture.

Subthesis 3.1Based on the algorithm in Thesis 2.3 I have proposed a method that is able
to exploit the gain of statistical multiplexing during the network optimization [C7]. In
Dual-Homing topology class 20% increase of throughput is achieved compared to the de-
terministic multiplexing.

The efficiency of resources usage can be increased if the statistical behavior of the
traffic flowing in the pipes is considered during network optimization. Among the in-
vestigated models [GAN91, Flo96, Lin94] I have selected theGuerin based one because
of its performance [M1]. This model assumes that bandwidth consumption of the traffic
has Gaussian distribution. Forn logical pipes the total amount traffic to be allocated is:
BW =

∑n
i=1 mi +α ·σ, wheremi is the average bit rate for pipei, σ is the standard devia-

tion of the aggregated traffic andα depends on the packet loss ratio and set by the operator.
The deviation (σ) of the aggregation can be estimated based on the deviation (and on the
peak-to-mean bit ratio) of the basic flows.

In order to implement this aggregation model, I have improved the heuristic algorithm
proposed in thesis 2.3.

During the simulations Triple-Play service model is assumed. Beside the basic pa-
rameters of the pipes (like global traffic level and traffic class dependent ratios) a further
parameter has to be defined that defines a ratio between the average and peak bit rates.
The exact value depends on the class of service and it is set to1.0 for VoIP, 1.2 for video
streaming and 2.0 for high speed internet services, respectively. The question is the im-
pact of considering statistical multiplexing gain at demand routing on the amount allocated
capacities as well as on the achievable throughput. On Figure 7 the resources allocated
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Figure 7: Allocated network resources in different throughput levels.

by both, the Guèrin based statistical and the deterministicmultiplexing models in different
throughput levels can be seen. Those throughput levels, where no solutions are found, are
not depicted. These results present that by using Guerin’s model the allocated capacity
decreases 15%. Moreover, this decreased resource usage makes possible to increase the
achievable throughput with 15–20%. Emphasize that, although the achieved throughput
increase seems to be trivial, in the proposed extension of that algorithm the effects of sta-
tistical multiplexing are consideredduring the network configuration task, i.e., during the
optimization.

Subthesis 3.2I presented the applicability of Coarse Wavelength Division Multiplexing
(CWDM) in Metro Ethernet environment and I have modified the ILP model in order to
solve the critical problems resulted by the introduction ofprotection schemes. I have shown
a further advantage of CWDM: with the help of optimizing of wavelength paths the num-
ber of optical interfaces can be significantly (50%) decreased at the cost of a minor, still
acceptable throughput loss [C13].

In the past few years, optical transmission technologies have appeared not only in core
networks, but also in metropolitan and access ones to satisfy the steadily increasing band-
width hunger. A viable solution to further increase the capacities of the connections is
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM), especially the Coarse Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (CWDM). In CWDM systems, up to 8 parallel wavelength channels are used
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and they are aggregated using IEEE 802.3ad. Due to the constraints of the topology and the
high costs of transponders, a more efficient (cheaper) network would be established, if a
logical topology formed by wavelength paths was defined overthe physical one. This way,
the distant nodes are interconnected with “direct links” using these wavelength paths. This
approach, however, involved critical protection problems, since the fail of a physical link
affects more wavelength paths and, therefore, more logicallinks. To solve this problem I
have extended the ILP model proposed in thesis 2.1 with the support of Shared Risk Link
Groups (SRLGs).
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Figure 8: Achievable throughput and the cost of the installed interfaces.

The capabilities of the further developed model are illustrated over a test topology
formed by four interconnected rings. Over this physical onedifferent logical topologies
are defined. I have considered 1:1 protection switching for sake of simplicity. The building
costs (described with the number of optical interfaces and shown on Figure 8 with the solid
line) of the logical topologies are obviously different. The full link aggregation requires
the most interfaces. Figure 8 also shows that by establishing direct connections between
distant nodes and bypassing them under the intermediate switches significantly decreases
the number of used optical-electric converters (transponders). At the same time, the de-
crease of the served traffic (depicted by the columns) is onlybecause of the decreased link
capacities. Based on this results the Full Bypass seems to bethe best option, however, it
required many dedicated lightpaths making it inflexible against the change of traffic.

A further problem of spanning trees is that the RSTP performsbetter over topologies
with smaller diameter when “swallower” trees are to be spanned. Table 3 presents the
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Table 3: The smallest / average / highest path lengths.
Test case Without deep constraint on trees Depth of trees<= 7

Working Backup Working Backup
Full Link Aggregation 1.00 / 3.17 / 5.00 4.00 / 6.17 / 8.00 - -
Full Bypass 1.00 / 1.67 / 2.00 2.00 / 2.34 / 3.00 1.00 / 1.67 / 2.00 2.00 / 2.34 / 3.00
Aggregation Lightpath
Heuristic

1.00 / 2.16 / 3.00 2.00 / 3.76 / 5.00 1.00 / 2.16 / 3.00 2.00 / 3.76 / 5.00

Full Lightpath Heuris-
tic

1.00 / 2.00 / 3.00 2.00 / 5.03 / 11.00 1.00 / 2.73 / 5.00 2 / 4.28 / 7.00

shortest, the average and the longest working and backup paths in different test cases.
Since the TE pipes runs from the leaves to the root their length estimates the depth of the
tree. Furthermore, the diameter of the logical network can be decreased, thus, the lengths
of the AN-EN paths also decrease.

5 Application of the Results

The main goal of my dissertation was to develop traffic engineering methods with high
availability and QoS support in a well-defined network architecture. This architectural
environment implies the applicability of the proposed algorithms as well.

All proposed methods, the Integer Linear Program based and the heuristic ones was
able to determine efficient configurations of Ethernet basedmetropolitan networks while
both the QoS and availability requirements were satisfied. Therefore, value added services
like Triple-play, where telephone, television and internet services could be provided over
a common network infrastructure. Besides, through finding the efficient configurations the
methods support even dynamic traffic engineering to adapt the network to the changing
traffic requirements.
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